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Friday, October 19, 2007

“I’d rather be happy than right
any day.”
~Slartibartfast, Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the Galaxy

If I Did It: How to
Destroy Campus
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller
~ Daily Bull ~

Now this is a story all about
how my life got turned upside down and I’d like to
take a minute. Just sit right
there and I’ll tell you how
I imagined the collapse of
McNair, and the rest of campus.
Note: this is an accurate
description of how I would
realistically demolish all of
MTU. I haven’t actually done
any of these crimes, but if I
were to go on a spree of
destruction, I’d probably
do it something like this.
Remember though, if the
glove doesn’t fit, you must
acquit.
Ok, so I had a bad day. I
probably failed an exam,
stubbed my toe, poked
myself in the eye, had explosive diarrhea, had my ego
destroyed, and a hundred
other little things that all add
...see Destroy on back

Safety 3rd

By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

So I was sitting here thinking of Bull
ideas (and failing) when I looked up
and saw my Safety 3rd poster I made.
This inspired me to write about all the
best situations I can think of where safety
comes third. But first, a quick introduction into my new ethos.

don’t think that’s such a good idea,”
you can reply, “Safety 3rd dude!” and
commence whatever awesome thing
you were about to accomplish. Here’s
my list that I came up with:

- Having sex on a spire in the middle of
the Grand Canyon. As you’re about to
The idea for Safety 3rd came from peo- do the deed, you realize you have no
ple like myself who were tired of having condom. Shit looks like you’re going to
safety considerations
have to climb out of
ruin all the fun. An exthe canyon, walk for
ample: “Hey lets do
100 miles to the near[dangerous action]
est gas station, buy a
with the [dangerous
condom, and return
item] while we do
to the spire, where
the [dangerous acyour partner has untion] in the [dangerdoubtedly jumped
ous setting].” Then
to their death from
someone comes out
boredom.
of nowhere and says,
“That’s not such a
- Conversely, you
good idea guys.” The fun would then could have called a Safety 3rd and done
be ruined, because if you’re right in the it anyway, saving you all that hassle. The
head you’ll realize it probably isn’t the same goes for being stranded on a
smartest thing you’ve ever done.
deserted island.
However, following the guidelines of
the Safety 3rd ethos, fun always comes
first. The second consideration is how
to have said fun, and the third consideration should be safety. This means
the next time someone says to you, “I

- All forms of playing with fire, including,
but not limited to, catching yourself on
fire, jumping over fire, jumping onto
fire, falling onto fire, driving through
fire, shooting fire, playing with Molotov
...see Safety on back

99 out of 100 people read the Daily Bull
for its hilarious entertainment,
rather than for a grammar lesson.

Pic o’ the Day

You know, the more I think about it, the more Houghton feels like a
desert climate rather than a sub-polar zone...

...Safety from front

cocktails or gasoline filled water balloons, having a snowball fight with
gas soaked snowballs that are also
on fire, or a host of other things you
can do with fire that I haven’t thought
of yet, otherwise I’d have done them
already.

we were kids, just to see what it enough force, I’d break on through
was like.
to the other side and wind up in the
courtyard where it would detonate,
- Petting dangerous looking animals. sending hunks of west McNair flying
But they’re so cute they couldn’t in all directions.
hurt a fly… OH SHI- HE’S EATING MY
ARM OH MY GOD SOMEONE HELP Some of these pieces would ineviAAARGGH ah ok that was crazy. tably fly straight towards east McNair,
Game face.
knocking it off balance and down

- Playing with Tazers. Don’t Taze me
- Putting your head in a waffle iron. I
bro, don’t taze me! Enough said.
wanna try this sometime. It sounds
- Walking across US-41. Everyone fun.
knows that there are safer ways (jetpacks, steam tunnels, catapults, etc), - Playing broomball. There has to be
yet we continue to march across it en some insanity involved.
masse. Why do we run like lemmings
towards our doom? Because we go - Digging a tunnel to China. Eventuthe way of Safety 3rd. Haven’t we ally you’re going to reach the core of
all had the urge to run into the road the Earth and you’ll burn up. Safety
to achieve the sheer adrenaline rush comes third though, so you’ll deal
that is a logging truck bearing down with the searing temperatures when
on you at 50 mph that has no brakes you get there, probably by making a
and is about to hit a patch of ice? I tin foil reflector shield.
know I sometimes do.
So there you go Jimmy Jimmy. Next
- Eating crayons. We all did it when time you are being held back by
safety considerations, put it on the
back burner. Safety is not important
as long as you can have more fun
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onto US-41. Here enough logging
trucks would pile up that they would
eventually cause a chain reaction of
explosions, eventually leading to the
Rozsa, catching it on fire with spectacular results.

I wouldn’t even have to go near DHH,
seeing as how it’d probably fall down
from all the ground shaking from
everything else being demolished.
Wads would be a problem though
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller
since it’s so big. But I figured out a
~ Daily Bull ~
way: the steam pipes.
This is a shout out to all my homies
in Bruges… to all the people who
I’d grab a tanker conveniently loaded have kept me in business, reading my
up with acetylene, emptying the articles, boosting my ego, making me
entire thing into the pipes in Wads. feel wanted and not just some sort of
Practically immediately it’d blow up sex sla– um, useless underling. Yeah.
the entire building in one salvo. Vic- So here goes.

Shout Out

tory is mine.

Aaron Sawyer, Rich McClaughry,
Seth Taylor, Ben Vindedahl, ChrisThe results of this run would be more tine Dempsey, Josh Marshke, Jared
than satisfying. Unfortunately this Ruffini, Rachel Wood, Kurt Terhune,
amazing dream will never be realized, Andy Korzeniewski, Fracis McShane
(MIA), Jamie Davis, Jake Appold, Mad
as I don’t know where to find semis Max, Sage Hahn, Natalie Helms, Scott
filled with explosives or acetylene, Yager, Christine Bronson, Alex Ash, Josh
and the fact if I did this I’d have to Wright-Huynh, Major Tom, Jim Boex, Chad
hide in Africa somewhere for the rest Denkins, Chris Lucier, James Wozniak,
Kilroy, Josh Lerquin, The Keggernaut, Nick
Then I’d bring out the big guns: Toma- of my life; which I don’t really want Weinmann, Erin Larson, Stretch Armstrong,
hawk missiles I picked up off eBay. to do, because there are lions there Matt Smith, Bri Drake, Colin Dalstra, Brett Giles
(bodyguard), Josh Cipola, Dennis Brown (on
These would of course be aimed and I’d have to stay in my car.
fire), Beth Greer, Ralph the Block of Wood
directly at the MEEM, hitting it for
(imprisoned), Mark Cruth, Steve Jobs, Samantha
massive damage. And then, just how
Stauch, Jacob Heck, Theresa Kewley, John Frum,
Mark Mathe, Eric Murray, George Orwell, Matt
everyone has imagined, it would colSchmidt, Annie Putnam, Peter Sellers, Alfred the
ARCH ENEMY
ADVISOR
MANAGER
lapse onto Chem-Sci, which would in
Bat (hibernating), Mena Klittich, John Kinzinger, Kalvin
David Olson
John Earnest
Alyse Heikkinen
Hartwig, Alan Parsons, Jacquie Blom, Richard Nixon,
...Destroy from front turn crumble into the EERC. Chem-Sci
Andrew Radford, Brian Yeates, His Imperial Majesty
Mark Cruth, Sarah Cruth, Jamie Davis, John Earnest, Alyse Heikkinen,
would naturally leak paralyzing nerve
Corey Huhta, Mary Kennedy, David Klemens, Tim Kotula, Elizabeth
Emperor Joshua A. Norton of the United States, the Juke
up to one thing: smash!
Masters, Nathan Miller, Simon Mused, Nick Nelson, Scott Nelson,
Box Hero, Bob Dole, and some guy named Kevin.
gas and other chemical weapons,
John Pastore, Katherine Sheets, Heather Vingsness, and fourteen
clones of Nathan “Invincible” Miller.
To start off, I’d somehow manage to since all chemical buildings are filled
“acquire” a semi-truck filled with the with dangerous stuff like that.
most potent non-nuclear explosives
available. I’d probably buy one of Once most of the initial resistance
these at a yard sale, like I do with had been wiped out, I’d drive in like
The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
most of the other things I’ve come Patton in a tank I found in a junkyard
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Stuto own (You can find anything at somewhere. Details are sketchy, but
dent Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
yard sales).
it has Soviet symbols all over it, so
and toner costs.
who ever owned it was probably a
Advertising inquiries should be directed
Said semi would then careen up communist. I grabbed it for $5, and it
to bullads@mtu.edu.
McNair hill via remote control, squash- still runs buildings over fine. Especially
Questions, comments & concerns
should be directed to bull@mtu.edu. ing many an ignorant student. With Fisher and Dillman.
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Meanwhile while all this was happening, I’d begin the mortar attack
on the other end of campus. The
MUB, library, and the Admin buildings
would be first to go. I’d be shooting
them off from Ripley, so I’d be safe
from whatever firepower MTU has
hidden on campus.

